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ABSTRACT
Event-driven sensor networks operate under an idle or light
load and then suddenly become active in response to a de-
tected or monitored event. The transport of event impulses
is likely to lead to varying degrees of congestion in the net-
work depending on the sensing application. It is during
these periods of event impulses that the likelihood of con-
gestion is greatest and the information in transit of most
importance to users. To address this challenge we propose
an energy efficient congestion control scheme for sensor net-
works called CODA (COngestion Detection and Avoidance)
that comprises three mechanisms: (i) receiver-based con-
gestion detection; (ii) open-loop hop-by-hop backpressure;
and (iii) closed-loop multi-source regulation. We present the
detailed design, implementation, and evaluation of CODA
using simulation and experimentation. We define two im-
portant performance metrics (i.e., energy tax and fidelity
penalty) to evaluate the impact of CODA on the perfor-
mance of sensing applications. We discuss the performance
benefits and practical engineering challenges of implement-
ing CODA in an experimental sensor network testbed based
on Berkeley motes using CSMA. Simulation results indicate
that CODA significantly improves the performance of data
dissemination applications such as directed diffusion by mit-
igating hotspots, and reducing the energy tax with low fi-
delity penalty on sensing applications. We also demonstrate
that CODA is capable of responding to a number of con-
gestion scenarios that we believe will be prevalent as the
deployment of these networks accelerates.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer-Communications Networks]: Network
Protocols, Wireless Communications.

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sensor networks come in a wide variety of forms, covering

different geographical areas, being sparsely or densely de-
ployed, using devices with a variety of energy constraints,
and implementing an assortment of sensing applications.
One application driving the development of sensor networks
is the reporting of conditions within a region where the envi-
ronment abruptly changes due to an observed event, such as
in habitat monitoring, target detection, earthquakes, floods,
or fires. Sensor networks typically operate under light load
and then suddenly become active in response to a detected
or monitored event. Depending on the application this can
result in the generation of large, sudden, and correlated im-
pulses of data that must be delivered to a small number of
sinks without significantly disrupting the performance (i.e.,
fidelity) of the sensing application. Although a sensor net-
work may spend only a small fraction of time dealing with
impulses, it is during this time that the information it de-
livers is of greatest importance.

The transport of event impulses is likely to lead to varying
degrees of congestion in sensor networks. In order to illus-
trate the congestion problem consider the following simple
but realistic simulation scenario. Figure 1 shows the impact
of congestion on data dissemination in a sensor network for
a moderate number of active sources with varying reporting
rates. The ns-2 simulation results are for the well-known di-
rected diffusion scheme [6] operating in a moderately sized
30-node sensor network using a 2 Mbps IEEE 802.11 MAC
with 6 active sources and 3 sinks. The 6 sources are ran-
domly selected among the 30 nodes in the network and the
3 sinks are uniformly scattered across the sensor field. Each
source generates data event packets at a common fixed rate
while the sinks subscribe (i.e., broadcast corresponding in-
terest) to different sources at random times within the first
20 seconds of the 50-second simulation scenario. Event and
interest packets are 64 and 36 bytes in size, respectively.
The plot illustrates that as the source rate increases beyond
a certain network capacity threshold (10 events/s in this
network), congestion occurs more frequently and the total
number of packets dropped per received data packet at the
sink increases rapidly. The plot shows that even with low
to moderate source event rates there is a large drop rate
observed across the sensor network. For example, with a
source event rate of 20 events/s in the network one packet is
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Figure 1: Total number of packets dropped by the
sensor network per data event packet delivered at
the sink (Drop Rate) as a function of the source
rate. The x axis is plotted in log scale to highlight
data points with low reporting rates. All packets
that are dropped during the 50 second simulation
session are counted as part of the drop rate includ-
ing the MAC signaling (e.g., RTS/CTS/ACK and
ARP), data event, and diffusion messaging packets.

dropped across the sensor field for every data event packet
received at the sink. Dropped packets can include MAC
signaling, data event packets themselves, and the diffusion
messaging packets. The drop rates shown in Figure 1 repre-
sent not only significant packet losses in the sensor network,
but more importantly, the energy wasted by the sensing ap-
plication.

Depending on the type of sensing application the rate of
event impulses may be occasional or more frequent. Some
applications may only generate light traffic from small re-
gions of the sensor network (e.g., target detection) while
others (e.g., fires, earthquakes) may generate large waves of
impulses potentially across the whole sensing area (which
causes high loss, as shown in Figure 1).

In response to this, future congestion control mechanisms
for sensor networks must be capable of balancing the of-
fered load, while attempting to maintain acceptable fidelity
(i.e., rate of events) of the delivered signal at the sink during
periods of transient and more persistent congestion. A num-
ber of distinct congestion scenarios are likely to arise. First,
densely deployed sensors generating impulse data events will
create persistent hotspots proportional to the impulse rate
beginning at a location very close to the sources (e.g., within
one or two hops). In this scenario, localized, fast time
scale mechanisms capable of providing backpressure from
the points of congestion back to the sources would be effec-
tive. Second, sparsely deployed sensors generating low data
rate events will create transient hotspots potentially any-
where in the sensor field but likely farther from the sources,
toward the sink. In this case, fast time scale resolution of
localized hotspots using a combination of localized back-
pressure (between nodes identified in a hotspot region) and
packet dropping techniques would be more effective. Be-
cause of the transient nature of congestion, source nodes
may not be involved in the backpressure. Third, sparsely
deployed sensors generating high data-rate events will create
both transient and persistent hotspots distributed through-
out the sensor field. In this final scenario, a combination of
fast time scale actions to resolve localized transient hotspots,

and closed loop rate regulation of all sources that contribute
toward creating persistent hotspots would be needed.

In this paper, we propose an energy efficient congestion
control scheme for sensor networks called CODA (COnges-
tion Detection and Avoidance) that comprises three mecha-
nisms:

• Congestion detection. Accurate and efficient conges-
tion detection plays an important role in congestion
control of wireless networks. CODA uses a combina-
tion of the present and past channel loading condi-
tions, and the current buffer occupancy, to infer accu-
rate detection of congestion at each receiver with low
cost. Sensor networks must know the state of the chan-
nel, since the transmission medium is shared and may
be congested with traffic between other devices in the
neighborhood. Listening to the channel to measure lo-
cal loading incurs high energy costs if performed all the
time. Therefore, CODA uses a sampling scheme that
activates local channel monitoring at the appropriate
time to minimize cost while forming an accurate esti-
mate. Once congestion is detected, nodes signal their
upstream neighbors via a backpressure mechanism.

• Open-loop, hop-by-hop backpressure. In CODA a node
broadcasts backpressure messages as long as it detects
congestion. Backpressure signals are propagated up-
stream toward the source. In the case of impulse data
events in dense networks it is very likely that backpres-
sure will propagate directly to the sources. Nodes that
receive backpressure signals can throttle their sending
rates or drop packets based on the local congestion pol-
icy (e.g., packet drop, AIMD, etc.). When an upstream
node (toward the source) receives a backpressure mes-
sage it decides whether or not to further propagate the
backpressure upstream, based on its own local network
conditions.

• Closed-loop, multi-source regulation. In CODA, closed-
loop regulation operates over a slower time scale and
is capable of asserting congestion control over multiple
sources from a single sink in the event of persistent con-
gestion. When the source event rate is less than some
fraction of the maximum theoretical throughput of the
channel, the source regulates itself. When this value is
exceeded, however, a source is more likely to contribute
to congestion and therefore closed-loop congestion con-
trol is triggered. The source only enters sink regulation
if this threshold is exceeded. At this point a source re-
quires constant, slow time-scale feedback (e.g., ACK)
from the sink to maintain its rate. The reception of
ACKs at sources serve as a self-clocking mechanism
allowing sources to maintain their current event rates.
In contrast, failure to receive ACKs forces a source to
reduce its own rate.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
related work. Following this, Section 3 discusses a number
of important design considerations for mitigating hotspots
in sensor networks including MAC and congestion detection
issues. Section 4 details CODA’s backpressure and rate reg-
ulation mechanisms. Following this, an implementation of
CODA is evaluated in an experimental sensor testbed in
Section 5. We define two performance metrics (i.e., energy
tax and fidelity penalty) to evaluate the impact of CODA



on the performance of sensing applications. Because CODA
is designed to interwork with existing data dissemination
schemes, we also evaluate it using one well-known dissem-
ination mechanism. Section 6 presents a preliminary per-
formance evaluation of CODA working with directed diffu-
sion [6] using the ns-2 simulator. Finally, some concluding
remarks and future work are presented in Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
Congestion control in sensor networks has not been dis-

cussed to any great extent in the literature. The need for
congestion avoidance techniques is identified in [12] while
discussing the infrastructure tradeoffs for sensor networks.
Tilak, Abu-Ghazaleh, and Heinzelman [12] show the impact
of increasing the density and reporting rate on the perfor-
mance of the network. While the authors do not propose
any congestion avoidance mechanisms, they do note that
any such mechanism must converge on a reporting rate that
is just sufficient to meet the performance or fidelity of the
sensing application. This is an important observation in the
context of sensor networks.

Some existing data dissemination schemes [6] [13] can be
configured or modified to be responsive to congestion. For
example, directed diffusion [6] can use in-network data re-
duction techniques such as aggressive aggregation when con-
gestion is detected. Other protocols, such as PSFQ (Pump
Slowly Fetch Quickly [13], a reliable transport protocol for
sensor networks) can adapt the protocol (i.e., modulate its
pump/fetch ratio) to avoid congestion. However, such ap-
proaches involve highly specialized parameter tuning, accu-
rate timing configuration, and in-depth understanding of the
protocol’s internal operations. There is a need for a com-
prehensive set of congestion control mechanisms specifically
designed to best fit the unique constraints and requirements
of sensor networks and their emerging applications. These
mechanisms should provide a general set of components that
can be plugged into applications or the MAC in support of
energy efficient congestion control.

In [14] a comprehensive study of carrier sensing mecha-
nisms for sensor networks is reported. The authors propose
an adaptive rate control mechanism that supports fair band-
width allocation for all nodes in the network. Implicit loss
(i.e., failed attempts to inject a packet into the network) is
used as a collision signal to adjust the transmission rate of
nodes. The paper focuses on fairness issues in access control
but not congestion control.

In [9] an event-to-sink reliable transport protocol (ESRT)
provides support for congestion control. ESRT regulates the
reporting rate of sensors in response to congestion detected
in the network. This paper represents the most thorough
work on congestion control in sensor networks to date and
is inspired, as our work is, by the observations of Tilak,
Abu-Ghazaleh, and Heinzelman [12] discussed above. ESRT
monitors the local buffer level of sensor nodes and sets a con-
gestion notification bit in the packets it forwards to sinks
if the buffer overflows. If a sink receives a packet with
the congestion notification bit set it infers congestion and
broadcasts a control signal informing all source nodes to re-
duce their common reporting frequency according to some
function. As discussed in [9] the sink must broadcast this
control signal at high energy so that all sources can hear it.
Such a signal has a number of potential drawbacks, however,
particularly in large sensor networks. Any on-going event

transmission would be disrupted by such a high powered
congestion signal to sources. In addition, rate regulating
all sources in the manner proposed in [9] is fine for homo-
geneous applications where all sensors in the network have
the same reporting rate but not for heterogeneous sources.
Even with homogeneous sources, ESRT always regulates all
sources regardless of where the hotspot occurs in the sensor
field or whether the observed hotspot impacts a path be-
tween a source and sink. We believe there is a need to sup-
port heterogeneous sources and only regulate those sources
that are responsible for, or impacted by, transient or per-
sistent congestion conditions. Furthermore, we believe that
closed-loop regulation of sources should not use high energy
but instead hop-by-hop signaling that does not interfere with
on-going data dissemination.

A number of other groups have looked at the issue of
congestion control in wireless networks other than sensor
networks. For example, WTCP [10] monitors the ratio of
inter-packet separation for senders and receivers to detect
and react to congestion in wireless LANs. SWAN [17] forces
sources to re-negotiate end-to-end flows if congestion is de-
tected in wireless ad hoc networks. RALM [11] employs
TCP-like congestion and error control mechanisms for mul-
ticast support in wireless ad hoc networks. While multicast
congestion control and congestion control in wireless net-
works are of interest they do not address the same problem
space as energy efficient congestion detection and avoidance
for sensor networks.

3. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
In what follows, we discuss the technical considerations

that underpin the design of CODA while the detailed design
is presented in Section 4.

The media access control plays a significant role in the per-
formance of managing impulses of data in a wireless shared
medium. There is a growing effort to design suitable TDMA
schemes for sensor networks where energy can be conserved
by turning off nodes periodically. Because TDMA can strictly
control and schedule traffic flows in the network, the need for
congestion control is essentially alleviated. However, many
practical problems need to be solved before TDMA can be
widely used in sensor networks, including synchronization
and scheduling overhead.

A growing number of sensor networks use CSMA or vari-
ants for medium access. For example, the widely used Berke-
ley motes [5] use a simple CSMA MAC as part of the TinyOS
[19] platform. In [16] the authors proposed a modified ver-
sion of CSMA called S-MAC, which combines TDMA schedul-
ing with CSMA’s contention-based medium access, without
a strict requirement for time synchronization. S-MAC uses
virtual carrier sense to avoid hidden-terminal problems, al-
lowing nodes other than the sender and receiver to go into a
sleep mode (during the NAV after the RTS/CTS exchange),
thus saving energy. S-MAC works well in a homogeneous
network where the network is mostly used for supporting a
single application. Congestion can still occur when using S-
MAC or other contention-based schemes when the incoming
traffic exceeds the node capacity and the queue overflows.

A number of considerations shape the design of CODA. In
what follows, we discuss the MAC and congestion detection
considerations.



3.1 CSMA Considerations

3.1.1 Throughput Issues
CODA takes a practical approach that assumes CSMA.

The theoretical maximum throughput (channel utilization)
for the CSMA scheme is approximately [1]:

Smax ≈ 1

(1 + 2
√

β)
(for β � 1), (1)

where,

β =
τC

L
. (2)

The performance of CSMA is highly dependent on the value
of β, which is a measure of radio propagation delay and
channel idle detection delay. τ is the delay in seconds, C is
the raw channel bit rate and L is the expected number of bits
in a data packet. If nodes can detect idle periods quickly,
in other words have a very small β value, then CSMA can
offer very good channel utilization regardless of the offered
load.

Equation (1) gives the channel capacity of CSMA within
one hop. In [7] the authors show that an ideal ad hoc mul-
tihop forwarding chain should be able to achieve 25% of
the throughput that a single-hop transmission can achieve.
This observation has important implications in the design of
our congestion detection and closed-loop regulation mecha-
nisms, as discussed in Section 3.2 and Section 4.2, respec-
tively.

3.1.2 Hidden Terminals
CSMA suffers from the well-known hidden terminal prob-

lem in multihop environments. IEEE 802.11 utilizes virtual
carrier sense (VC), namely an RTS/CTS exchange, to elim-
inate hidden terminals. In order to reduce the signaling
overhead incurred by adding VC, IEEE 802.11 does not ex-
change RTS/CTS for small packets. In sensor networks,
packets are usually small in nature (i.e., on the order of few
tens of bytes) because of the low duty cycle requirement
and traffic characteristics [8]. Therefore, the signaling cost
is high if the RTS/CTS exchange is used for every message.
Furthermore, sensor nodes have a very limited energy bud-
get making the energy cost of doing this prohibitively high.

Usually, nodes other than event source nodes and the for-
warding nodes will be silent most of the time when the
workload of the network is low. Therefore, loss due to
hidden terminals rarely occurs. In [14], the authors show
that in general, when nodes are nicely randomized in send-
ing/forwarding packets, the probability of having any hidden
terminal is low even in dense networks. In S-MAC [16], an
RTS/CTS exchange is used in an aggregated manner, not
for every single packet, to reduce the energy cost.

In summary, in the context of sensor networks, the VC
scheme is costly and mostly unnecessary during normal op-
erations. There is a need to devise a scheme that can work
satisfactory with or without the VC for collision avoidance,
that incurs low cost or no cost during normal operations, and
yet is responsive enough to quickly dissolve congestion1. In
Section 3.2, we will discuss such a scheme.

1Depending on the sensing applications and the radio tech-
nologies, a user might choose to omit the VC for data pack-
ets but retain it for critical signaling message (e.g., control
packets for routing protocol) in order to reduce overhead.

3.1.3 Link-layer ARQ
In the IEEE 802.11 MAC, a packet will be kept in the

sending buffer until an ACK is received or the number of re-
transmissions exceeds a certain threshold. This mechanism
increases the link reliability at the expense of energy and
buffer space. However, both of these resources are scarce
in sensor nodes where support for reliability may not al-
ways be necessary under normal operations (i.e., due to the
application-specific nature of sensor networks not all data
packets require strict reliability).

We believe there is a need for separation between reli-
ability and congestion control in the design of sensor net-
works protocols. VC and link-layer ARQ as a reliable means
of communication are essential for critical information ex-
change (e.g., routing signaling), but they are not necessarily
relevant during congestion. In sensor networks, energy ex-
penditure is more important than occasional data loss be-
cause of the natural redundancy inherent in disseminated
sensor data. The main objective function is therefore to
minimize energy expenditure. This is in contrast to TCP
where lost data has to be always recovered. In our design,
congestion control elements do not explicitly look at loss
(unlike TCP), allowing CODA to decouple reliability from
other control mechanisms. CODA is therefore capable of
working with or without reliability elements, depending on
the application.

3.2 Congestion Detection
Accurate and efficient congestion detection plays an im-

portant role in congestion control of sensor networks. There
is a need for new congestion detection techniques that incur
low cost in terms of energy and computation complexity.
Several techniques are possible.

3.2.1 Buffer Queue Length
Queue management is often used in traditional data net-

works for congestion detection. However, without link-layer
acknowledgments (some applications might not require this
and hence would omit it to save the overhead, as discussed
above), buffer occupancy or queue length cannot be used as
an indication of congestion. To illustrate this, we perform
an ns-2 simulation of the simple IEEE 802.11 wireless 5-node
network shown in Figure 2. In the simulation, nodes 1 and 4
each start sending (1 second apart in simulation time) CBR
traffic that consumes 50% of the channel capacity through
node 2 to node 3 and 5, respectively. One of the sources
stops sending data after 10 seconds. We ran two simulation
runs, one with the VC enabled (including link ARQ), the
other with it disabled and no link ARQ.

Figure 3 shows the time series traces for both channel
loading and buffer occupancy as well as the packet deliv-
ery ratio measured at intermediate node 2. It is clear from
the plot that the channel loading almost immediately rises
to 90% during the time both sources are on. Congestion
occurs and the packet delivery ratio drops from 100% to
around 20% during this period. However, the buffer oc-
cupancy grows at a slower rate during this congestion pe-
riod, particularly in the trace corresponding to the simula-
tion where the VC is disabled. The buffer occupancy even
drops at around 5 seconds into the simulation time, which
provides false information about the congestion state. This
is because without link ARQ, the clearing of the queue does
not mean that congestion is alleviated since packets that
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Figure 2: A simple IEEE 802.11 wireless network of
5 nodes to illustrate receiver-based congestion de-
tection.
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Figure 3: Channel load and buffer occupancy time
series traces with and without virtual carrier sense
(VC), and packet delivery trace with VC.

leave the queue might fail to reach the next hop as a result
of collisions. Note that CSMA does not guarantee collision-
free transmissions among neighboring nodes because of the
detection delay [1].

This simple simulation shows that the buffer occupancy
does not provide an accurate indication of congestion even
when the link ARQ is enabled (as shown in the figure) except
in the extreme case when the queue is empty or about to
overflow. The first case indicates good traffic conditions and
the latter one signals serious congestion. In other words, it is
difficult to quantify a level of congestion or infer congestion
solely based on buffer occupancy. This bimodal effect is not
responsive enough and too coarse to provide smooth and
efficient congestion control.

3.2.2 Channel Loading
In CSMA networks, it is straightforward for sensors to

listen to the channel, trace the channel busy time and cal-
culate the local channel loading conditions. Since Smax in
Equation (1) gives the optimal utilization of the channel, if
one senses that the channel loading reaches a certain frac-
tion of the channel capacity, this would indicate a very high
probability of collision [7].

Channel loading gives accurate information about how
busy the surrounding network is but it is inherently a local

mitigation mechanism. It has limited effect, for example,
in detecting large-scale congestion caused by data impulses
from sparsely located sources that generate high-rate traffic.
Listening to the channel consumes a significant portion of
energy [15] in a node. Therefore performing this operation
all of the time is not practical in sensor networks. In Sec-
tion 4.1, we propose a sampling scheme that activates local
channel monitoring only at the appropriate time to mini-
mize the energy cost while forming an accurate estimate of
conditions.

3.2.3 Report Rate/Fidelity Measurement
For typical applications in sensor networks [6], the sinks

expect a certain sampling rate or reporting rate coming from
the sources. This rate is highly application-specific, and can
be seen as an indication of event fidelity [12]; that is, the re-
porting rate from the source with respect to certain pheno-
menon should be high enough to satisfy the applications’
desired accuracy. When a sink consistently receives a less
than desired reporting rate, it can be inferred that packets
are being dropped along the path, most probably due to
congestion. In contrast, when ESRT [9] receives less than
the desired reporting rate it signals the sources to increase
the source reporting rate unless a packet with the congestion
notification bit set is received at the sink.

Such fidelity measurement schemes need to operate on a
much longer time scale compared to the packet transmission
time scale, and consider:

• End-to-end delay between sources and sink nodes since
only the sink recognizes its own requirements on the
sampling rate.

• Processing delay - a sink typically collects data from
multiple sources regarding the same phenomena (e.g.,
data aggregation/fusion). To cope with the different
delays of packets, which possibly travel along different
paths from different sources, the sink needs to wait
a minimum period of time to collect reports before
concluding anything.

• Stability - to avoid unnecessary reaction to transient
phenomena that could cause oscillation, a sink should
not respond too quickly to events and therefore should
define an appropriate “observation period” over a longer
time scale.

In short, detection based on the reporting rate is inher-
ently slow and end-to-end in nature, and therefore, cannot
cope well with transient hotspots in sensor networks.

4. CODA DESIGN
Hotspots can occur in different regions of a sensor field due

to different congestion scenarios that arise. This motivates
the need for CODA’s open-loop hop-by-hop backpressure
and closed-loop multi-source regulation mechanisms. These
two control mechanisms, while insufficient in isolation, com-
plement each other nicely. Different rate control functions
are required at different nodes in the sensor network de-
pending on whether they are sources, sinks, or intermediate
nodes. Sources know the properties of the traffic while in-
termediate nodes do not. Sinks are best placed to under-
stand the fidelity rate of the received signal, and in some
applications, sinks are powerful nodes that are capable of



performing complicated heuristics. The goal of CODA is
to maintain low or no cost operations during normal condi-
tions, but be responsive enough to quickly mitigate conges-
tion around hotspots once it is detected. In what follows,
we discuss CODA’s backpressure and multi-source regula-
tion mechanisms.

4.1 Open-Loop Hop-by-Hop Backpressure
Backpressure is the primary fast time scale control mech-

anism when congestion occurs. The main idea is to use the
components mentioned in Section 3.2 to do local congestion
detection at each node with low cost. Once congestion is de-
tected, the receiver will broadcast a suppression message to
its neighbors and at the same time make local adjustments
to prevent propagating the congestion downstream.

A node broadcasts backpressure messages as long as it de-
tects congestion. Backpressure signals are propagated up-
stream toward the source. In the case of impulse data events
in dense networks it is very likely that the backpressure may
propagate directly to the sources. Nodes that receive back-
pressure signals could throttle their sending rates or drop
packets based on some local congestion policy (e.g., packet
drop, AIMD, etc.).

When an upstream node (toward the source) receives a
backpressure message, based on its own local network con-
ditions it determines whether or not to further propagate
the backpressure signal upstream. For example, depending
on the local congestion policy a node may simply start to
drop its incoming data packets upon receiving a backpres-
sure message, preventing its queue from building up, rather
than propagating the backpressure signal further upstream
because of an overflowing queue. However, closed-loop con-
gestion control would be required to deal with any persistent
congestion in this case because of the node’s policy to deal
locally with the congestion indication, without propagating
the backpressure signal.

We use the term depth of congestion to indicate the num-
ber of hops that the backpressure message has traversed be-
fore a non-congested node is encountered. The depth of con-
gestion can be used by the routing protocol and local packet
drop policies to help balance the energy consumed during
congestion across different paths. Two simple schemes can
be used:

• Consider the instantaneous depth of congestion as an
indicator to the routing protocol to select better paths,
thereby reducing traffic over the paths suffering deep
congestion.

• Alternatively, rather than coupling congestion control
and routing, the nodes can silently suppress or drop
important signaling messages associated with routing
or data dissemination protocols (e.g., interests [6], data
advertisements [3], etc.). Such actions would help to
push event flows out of congested regions and away
from hotspots in a more transparent way.

Further investigation of using depth of congestion to assist
routing is out of the scope of this paper. The rest of this sec-
tion will describe the main elements and detailed operations
of CODA’s open-loop control.

4.1.1 Receiver-based Detection
As mentioned in Section 3.2, there are multiple good in-

dications of congestion:

• A nearly overflowing queue.

• A measured channel load higher than a fraction of the
optimum utilization. This provides a probabilistic in-
dication of congestion by observing how closely the
channel load approaches the upper bound.

Monitoring queue size comes almost for free except for a
little processing overhead, but it provides only a bimodal
indication. Listening to the channel either to measure the
channel loading or to acquire signaling information for col-
lision detection provides a good indication but incurs high
energy cost, if performed all the time. Therefore, it is cru-
cial to activate the latter component only at the appropriate
time in order to minimize cost.

Consider the typical packet forwarding behavior of a sen-
sor network node and its normal radio operational modes.
The radio stays in the listening mode except when it is
turned off or transmitting. When a carrier is detected on
the channel, the radio switches into the receiving mode to
look for a transmission preamble and continues to receive
the packet bit stream. Before forwarding this packet to the
next hop, CSMA requires the radio to detect an idle channel
which implies listening for a certain amount of time. If the
channel is clear during this period, then the radio switches
into the transmission mode and sends out a packet. There
is no extra cost to listen and measure channel loading when
a node wants to transmit a packet since carrier sense is re-
quired anyway before a packet transmission. Based on this
observation, we conclude that the proper time to activate
the detection mechanism is when a node’s send buffer is not
empty. In other words, a node’s radio might be turned off
most of the time according to some coordination schemes
(e.g., GAF [15], SPAN [2], S-MAC [16], etc.), but, whenever
it wants to receive or transmit packets, the radio has to be
at least in the listening mode.

Figure 2 illustrates a typical scenario in sensor networks
in which hotspots or congestion areas could be created. In
this example, nodes 1 and 4 each send CBR traffic that con-
sumes 50% of the channel capacity through node 2 to node 3
and 5, respectively. Packets that are received by node 2 stay
in its queue because of the very busy channel and are even-
tually dropped. This simple example shows that in a con-
gested neighborhood, a receiver’s (e.g., node 2, the forward-
ing node) buffer occupancy is high or at least non-empty. A
node that activates the channel loading measurement during
the moment when the buffer is not empty is highly respon-
sive and at almost no cost. The channel loading measure-
ment will stop naturally when the buffer is cleared, which
indicates with high probability that any congestion is mit-
igated and data flows smoothly around the neighborhood.
Based on this observation, there is little extra cost to mea-
sure channel loading if a node activates channel monitoring
only when it is “receiving” a packet and needs to forward it
later on. The only time CODA needs to do this is when a
node has something to send, and it has to do carrier sense
anyway for those situations.

4.1.2 Minimum Cost Sampling
A sensing epoch is defined as a multiple of the packet

time. When a node starts sensing the channel (i.e., when it
has something to send in its buffer), we require the MAC to
listen for at least 1 epoch time to measure the channel load.
During an epoch period, instead of continuously listening



during the backoff time, a node performs periodic sampling
to save energy so that the radio can be turned off during
the interval. We use a simple sampling scheme where the
channel load is measured for N consecutive sensing epochs
of length E, with a predefined sampling rate to obtain chan-
nel state information; that is, the number of times that the
channel state is busy or idle within a single sensing epoch.
We then calculate the sensed channel load Φ as the exponen-
tial average of Φn (the measured channel load during epoch
n) with parameter α over the previous N consecutive sensing
epochs, as shown in Equation (3).

Φn+1 = αΦn + (1 − α)Φn, (n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, Φ1 = Φ1). (3)

If the send buffer is cleared before n counts to N, then
the average value is ignored and n is reset to 1. The tuple
(N, E,α) offers a way to tune the sampling scheme to accu-
rately measure the channel load for specific radio and system
architectures. In Section 5.2, we describe and demonstrate
the tuning of these three parameters in an experimental sen-
sor network testbed comprised of Berkeley Rene2 motes.

4.1.3 Suppression Message
When the sensed channel load exceeds a threshold (this

can simply be Smax, as shown in later evaluation sections),
congestion is implied. A node broadcasts a suppression mes-
sage as a backpressure signal and at the same time exercises
the local congestion policy. Although there is no guaran-
tee that all neighboring nodes will get this message, at least
some nodes will get it probabilistically. A node broadcasts
a suppression message when it detects congestion based on
channel loading and buffer occupancy. A node will continue
broadcasting this message up to certain maximum number
of times with minimum separation as long as congestion per-
sists.

The suppression message provides the basis for the open
loop backpressure mechanism and can also serve as an on-
demand “Clear To Send” signal, so that all other neighbors
except one sender (which could be picked randomly, or a
node can assign more chances to more desirable senders)
can be silenced at least for a single packet transmission time.
This supports an implicit priority scheme in CODA in which
the “chosen node” embedded in the suppression message
can be selected based on data type or other metrics that
essentially assign the chosen sender a higher priority to use
the bandwidth. All nodes share a priority list of data types,
and a certain data type has higher priority than others.

4.2 Closed-Loop Multi-Source Regulation
In sensor networks there is a need to assert congestion

control over multiple sources from a single sink in the event
of persistent congestion, where the sink plays an important
role as a 1 to N controller over multiple sources. The cost
of closed-loop flow control is typically high in comparison to
simple open-loop control because of the required feedback
signaling. We propose an approach that would dynamically
regulate all sources associated with a particular data event.
Under normal operation sources would regulate themselves
at predefined rates (e.g., based on the data dissemination
protocol [6] [3]) without the intervention of closed loop sink
regulation.

When the source event rate (r) is less than some fraction η

of the maximum theoretical throughput (Smax) of the chan-

nel the source regulates itself. When this value is exceeded
(r ≥ ηSmax) [7], a source is more likely to contribute to con-
gestion and therefore closed-loop control is triggered. The
threshold η here is not the same as the threshold that used in
local congestion detection, in fact η should be much smaller
because of the result suggested in [7]. The source only enters
sink regulation if this threshold is exceeded. At this point a
source requires constant feedback (e.g., ACK) from the sink
to maintain its rate (r). A source triggers sink regulation
when it detects (r ≥ ηSmax) by setting a regulate bit in
the event packets it forwards toward the sink. Reception
of packets with the regulate bit set force the sink to send
ACKs (e.g., 1 ACK per 100 events received at the sink) to
regulate all sources associated with a particular data event.
ACKs could be sent in an application specific manner. For
example, the sink could send the ACK only along paths it
wants to reinforce in the case of a directed diffusion [6] ap-
plication. The reception of ACKs at sources would serve as
a self-clocking mechanism allowing the sources to maintain
the current event rate (r).

When a source sets its regulate bit it expects to receive
an ACK from the sink at some predefined rate, or better, a
certain number of ACKs over a predefined period allowing
for the occasional loss of ACKs due to transient congestion.
If a source receives a prescribed number of ACKs during this
interval it maintains its rate (r). When congestion builds up,
ACKs can be lost forcing sources to drop their event rate (r)
according to some rate decrease function (e.g., multiplicative
decrease, etc.). The sink can stop sending ACKs based on its
view of network conditions. The sink is capable of measuring
its own local channel loading (ρ) conditions and if this is
excessive (ρ ≥ γSmax) it can stop sending ACKs to sources.

Because the sink expects a certain reporting rate it can
also take application-specific actions when this rate is consis-
tently less than the desired reporting rate (i.e., the fidelity of
the signal [12]). In this case the sink infers that packets are
being dropped along the path due to persistent congestion
and stops sending ACKs to sources. When congestion clears
the sink can start to transmit ACKs again, and as a result,
the event rate of the source nodes will increase according to
some rate increase function (e.g., additive increase).

Because in some applications the sink is powerful in com-
parison to sensors and a point of data collection, it could
maintain state information associated with specific data types.
By observing packet streams from sources, if congestion is
inferred it could send explicit control signals to those sources
to lower their threshold value η to force them to trigger sink
regulation even at a lower rate than others, (i.e. more im-
portant observers). This provides an implicit priority mech-
anism as part of closed-loop congestion control.

When the event rate at the sources is reset (e.g., via re-
inforcement [6]) to a value (r) that is less than some η of
the maximum theoretical throughput (Smax) of the channel
then the sources begin again to regulate themselves without
the need of ACKs from the sink. Such a multimodal conges-
tion control scheme provides the foundation for designing
efficient and low cost control that can be practically im-
plemented in sensor networks based on the Berkeley motes
series [5] [4], as discussed in Section 5. Overall, closed loop
multi-source regulation works closer to the application layer
than its open-loop counterpart.

ESRT [9] always regulates all sources with a single high
powered regulation message to the sources using a common



rate for all sources. CODA only regulates the sources asso-
ciated with a data event that have contributed to congestion
or are impeded by hotspots between the sources and sink.
In addition, CODA does not use a single high powered con-
trol message but hop-by-hop signaling between the sink and
sources only when sources request such regulation.

5. SENSOR NETWORK TESTBED
In this section, we discuss some initial experiences imple-

menting CODA on a real sensor system using the TinyOS
platform [19] on Rene2 motes [5]. We report evaluation re-
sults, including measuring the β value, tuning the param-
eters for accurate channel load measurement, and finally,
the evaluation of CODA with a generic data dissemination
application.

The sensor device has an ATMEL 4MHz, low power, 8-bit
microcontroller with 16K bytes of program memory, 1K byte
of data memory, and a 32KB EEPROM serves as secondary
storage. The radio is a single channel RF transceiver operat-
ing at 916MHz and capable of transmitting at 10kbps using
on-off-keying encoding, the radio performs transmission and
bit sampling in software (TinyOS). For all our testing we use
a Non-Persistent CSMA MAC on top of the Rene2 motes.

5.1 Measuring the β Value
An important decision that must be made when using

CODA’s open-loop control mechanism described in Section
4.1 is the congestion threshold at which we should start ap-
plying backpressure. A first step in making this decision
is to determine the maximum channel utilization achievable
with the radio and MAC protocol being used.

As noted in Equation (1) in Section 3.1, with the CSMA
MAC protocol, channel utilization in a wireless network de-
pends on the propagation delay between the nodes with
maximum physical separation that can still interfere with
each other’s communications, and the channel idle detection
delay. In sensor networks, the maximum physical separation
is typically tens of meters or less and as such the propagation
delay is negligible for most purposes. Thus, if the channel
idle detection delay is also negligible, CSMA should provide
almost 100% utilization of the offered load of the channel.
However, in practice, the utilization is much less due to the
latency in the idle channel detection at the MAC layer. We
can use the parameter β as defined in Equation (2) to pre-
dict how much this latency degrades the maximum channel
utilization.

We measure the β value for the Rene2 mote using a sim-
ple experimental setup involving two motes both running
TinyOS [19]. Stopwatches inserted in the MAC provide the
basis for the measurement of β. Figure 4 shows the place-
ment of the stopwatches within the receive and transmit
flows of the MAC layer. Mote A starts its watch when the
MAC receives a packet to be sent from the upper layers of
the network stack and stops its watch when it detects the
start-symbol of an incoming packet from mote B. The loca-
tions of the stopwatch trigger points in the mote B MAC
are the same as in mote A, but the operations are reversed.
It starts the watch when it receives a packet and stops it
when it transmits.

A single iteration of the measurement consists of mote
A sending a packet to mote B and mote B immediately
reflecting the packet back to mote A. Due to the symmetry
inherent in the placement of the stopwatch trigger points, β
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Figure 4: MAC layer stopwatch placement for β

measurement. Diagram of receive and transmit
state flows in the TinyOS MAC component code.
Placement of the stopwatch start/stop trigger points
are marked with an X.

is proportional to half the difference between Stopwatch A
and Stopwatch B:

β =
(StopwatchA − StopwatchB)

(2 ∗ (Packet transmission time))
. (4)

Over 50 iterations, we measured an average β of 0.030 ±
0.003 (with confidence level of 95%) for the Rene2 motes.
Substituting β into Equation (1), the standard expression
for CSMA throughput (Smax), we predict a maximum chan-
nel utilization of approximately 71%.

5.2 Channel Loading Measurement and Uti-
lization

The channel loading threshold that will trigger the back-
pressure mechanism must consider the tradeoff between en-
ergy savings and fidelity. Conserving energy implies a strat-
egy that senses the channel load sparsely in time. However,
the channel load measurement is most accurate when sens-
ing densely in time. As a compromise between dense and
sparse sampling, we use a scheme where the channel load is
measured for N consecutive epochs of length E (with some
fixed channel state sampling rate within this epoch) and an
exponential average, with parameter α, is calculated to rep-
resent the sensed channel load. The problem then becomes
to manipulate these three parameters (N, E, α) so that the
node’s sensed channel load is as close as possible to the ac-
tual channel load.

To do this optimization experimentally, we use two motes
running TinyOS with a CSMA MAC. Mote S is a random-
ized CBR source sending at 4 packets per second. Mote
R is the receiver that senses the channel load using the
scheme mentioned in the previous paragraph. The chan-
nel is sampled once per millisecond for each epoch E for
a total of N epochs. Using this setup we tested all com-
binations of N ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}; E ∈ {100ms, 200ms, 300ms}
and α ∈ {0.75, 0.80, 0.85, 0.90}. A time series average, of
the exponential averages, is taken over 256 seconds for each
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Figure 5: A limit on measured channel load is im-
posed by β. Nominal load curve increases with con-
stant slope as the source packet rate increases, while
the measured load saturates at far lower values.

combination (1024 packets are sent). Using this method we
found that the combination (4, 100ms, 0.85) yielded the av-
erage sensed channel load at mote R closest to the actual
average channel load (in %) calculated by mote S with an
accuracy of 0.16±0.07. In general, we observe that the de-
tection accuracy is not very sensitive (the difference is within
5%) to the three parameters. Therefore, manual calibration
for each new CSMA-based radio might not always be neces-
sary. As part of our future work, we intend to use the new
generation of Mica2 mote which uses a different radio than
Rene2 to investigate this issue.

In order to address the more realistic case of a node that
both listens to and forwards packets, a third mote F is added
to the previous experimental setup with all motes well within
the transmission range of each other. Mote F forwards pack-
ets sent from mote S in a random interval between 30 and
130 milliseconds after it receives them, and also senses the
channel load using the same scheme with the same (N, E, α)
parameters that mote R uses. There is now contention for
the channel since there are two packet sources (motes S and
F). Mote R remains as a reference node to check the channel
load sensed by mote F and also to keep track of the number
of packets sent by motes S and F to calculate the delivery
ratio.

With mote S sending 1024 packets, we measure the packet
delivery ratio and channel load sensing accuracy using diff-
erent source packet rates (viz.4, 5, 6.25, 7.69, 9.09, 10, 16.67).
The average sensed channel load at R and F, along with the
nominal channel load (calculated based strictly on offered
load) and the actual channel load (calculated based on the
actual number of packets sent by the MAC layer and the
time taken), are plotted against the source packet rate in
Figure 5.

Figure 5 shows the β-dependency of the CSMA MAC on
the Rene2 mote. We can see from the plot of the nominal
channel load that the offered load is more than enough to
saturate the channel at points above 7.69 packets per sec-
ond (source packet rate). However, we can also observe that
regardless of the source packet rate, the measured channel
load saturates below 70%. This is in agreement with the
limitation predicted by β (as shown in Section 5.1), if we
can assume that packet collision and buffer limitation do
not contribute significantly to the observed reduced chan-
nel load. To verify this assumption, we analyze the packet
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Figure 6: Packet delivery ratio at the MAC and
application layers. Channel load saturation is not
caused by packet collisions since the MAC delivery
ratio is high across all tested source packet rates.

delivery ratio at both the MAC and application layer.
We define the MAC packet delivery ratio as the percentage

of packets sent by the MAC layer at motes S and F that are
actually received by mote R. The application delivery ratio
is the percentage of packets sent by the application layer
at motes S and F that are actually received by mote R.
Also, we define the MAC send ratio as the percentage of
packets passed down by the application layer at both motes
S and F that are actually sent out by the MAC layer of each
respective mote. The buffer limitation of a mote could cause
the dropping of packets from the application layer. In our
Rene2 mote, we use the default buffer size of one packet.

Figure 6 shows that the MAC layer is able to send to
the radio at most 81% of the packets it receives from the
application layer. In fact, although the application delivery
ratio degrades quickly as the source packet rate increases,
nearly 100% of packets that are actually sent by the MAC
are received by mote R. Thus, with this experimental setup,
the packet loss is indeed due almost exclusively to the limit
imposed by β, and not by collision at the receiver.

Also, from Figure 5, we see that the sensed channel load
at motes F and R and the actual offered load are all in good
agreement. This further reinforces our choices of the param-
eters (N, E, α) that we chose based on the data collected by
the passive listener.

5.3 Energy Tax and Fidelity Penalty
We have created a simple generic data dissemination ap-

plication to evaluate our congestion control scheme in a real
wireless sensor network. The simple application implements
the open-loop fast time scale component of our scheme us-
ing TinyOS and runs on our Rene2 mote testbed. When
an intermediate (non source/sink) node receives a packet to
forward, it enables channel load sensing. It disables sens-
ing when its packet queue is emptied. If the channel load
exceeds a given threshold value (70% as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.1) during the sensing period, it transmits a suppress
packet. Consistent with the simulation discussed in the next
section, the sources use a multiplicative rate reduction pol-
icy. When a source receives a suppression message, it re-
duces its rate by half. A minimum rate of 2 packets per
second is imposed such that a source sending at this rate
will ignore subsequent suppression messages. An interme-
diate node stops transmitting for 400ms when it receives a
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Figure 7: Experimental sensor network testbed
topology. Nodes are well connected. Packets are
unicast.

suppression message except if it is the “chosen node”, as
discussed in Section 4.1.3.

We define two metrics to analyze the performance of CODA
on sensing applications:

• Average Energy Tax - this metric calculates the ratio
between the total number of packets dropped in the
sensor network and total number of packets received
at the sinks over a simulation session. Since packet
transmission/reception consumes the main portion of
the energy of a node, the number of wasted packets
per received packet directly indicates the energy saving
aspect of CODA when compared to the case without
CODA.

• Average Fidelity Penalty - we define the data fidelity
as the delivery of the required number of data event
packets within a certain time limit. This metric mea-
sures the difference between the average number of
data packets received at a sink when using CODA
and when using the ideal scheme discussed in the Ap-
pendix. Since CODA’s control policy is to rate control
the sources during periods of congestion then fidelity is
necessarily degraded on the average. This fidelity dif-
ference, while normalized to the ideal fidelity obtained
at the sink, indicates the fidelity penalty for using
CODA. A lower fidelity penalty is desired by CODA
to efficiently alleviate congestion while attempting not
to impact the system performance seen by sensing ap-
plications.

The experimental sensor network testbed topology is shown
in Figure 7. Packets are unicast with the arrows in Figure
7 indicating the unicast paths. The topology represents a
dense deployment of motes so that the radio range of many
of the motes in the graph overlap. The local congestion pol-
icy of the intermediate nodes can include the designation
of a “chosen parent” (i.e., the chosen node, as discussed in
Section 4.1.3) or set of parents, such that a suppression mes-
sage sent by this node will invoke the suppression method
at its neighbors except for the chosen parent(s). This allows
for traffic priority. In Figure 7, the thick arrows show the
“chosen paths”. Paths funnel events toward the sink node.
The three source nodes provide a high traffic load to the
network, representing a data impulse. The source rates are:
Src-1: 8pps (packets per second), Src-2: 4pps, Src-3: 7pps.
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Figure 8: Improvement in energy tax with minimal
fidelity penalty using CODA. Priority of Src-2 evi-
dent from the fidelity penalty results.

The sink node counts the number of packets it receives
from each respective source. Each source node counts the
number of packets it actually sends over the air and the
number of packets the application tries to send. The differ-
ence between these last two counters measures the number
of packets a source’s MAC layer drops.

Using ten 120-second trials, we obtain average values for
the packets received, sent, and attempted to send but failed
(e.g., because of a busy channel, buffer overflow, etc.) corre-
sponding to each of the three sources. From this measured
data, we calculate the energy tax and fidelity penalty for
each of the three sources. Figure 8 shows the result of exper-
iments with and without CODA enabled. We can see from
the figure that with a small fidelity penalty compared with
non-CODA system we can achieve a 3x reduction in energy
tax on average. We observe that without CODA the fidelity
penalty is the same for all three sources. With CODA the
penalty for Src-2 is much less than the other two sources. In
contrast with the other sources, the fidelity penalty for Src-2
is less with CODA than without CODA. The reason is be-
cause the data type of Src-2 has the highest priority. When
CODA is used in the presence of congestion, the suppression
mechanism favors Src-2 packets over the others.

6. SIMULATION RESULTS
We use packet-level simulation to obtain preliminary per-

formance evaluation results for CODA. We also discuss the
implications of our results on the design choices that shape
CODA.

6.1 Simulation Environment
We implemented both open-loop backpressure and closed-

loop regulation in the ns-2 [18] simulator in their simplest
instantiation; that is, a simple multiplicative decrease func-
tion is implemented at each sensor source by an application
agent. The reception of suppression messages at the source,
or, in the case of closed-loop control, not receiving a suffi-
cient number of ACKs from the sink over a predefined period
of time, will cause a source to cut its rate by half. For in-
termediate nodes (non source/sink), local congestion policy



is such that suppression messages will halt a node’s trans-
mission for a small random number of packet times (i.e.,
packet transmission times) unless a node is the chosen node
specified in the suppression message, as discussed in Section
4.1.3.

In all our experiments, we use random topologies with diff-
erent network sizes. We generate sensor networks of different
sizes by placing nodes randomly in a square area. Different
sizes are generated by scaling the square size and keeping
the nominal radio range (40 meters in our simulations) con-
stant in order to approximately keep the average density
of sensor nodes constant. In most of our simulations, we
study five different sensor fields with size ranging from 30
to 120 nodes in increments of 20 nodes. For each network
size, our results are averaged over five different generated
topologies and each value is reported with its corresponding
95% confidence interval.

Our simulations use a 2 Mbps IEEE 802.11 MAC pro-
vided in ns-2 simulator with some modifications. First, we
disabled the use of RTS/CTS exchanges and link-layer ARQ
for data packets for the reasons discussed in Section 3.1
because we want to capture the realistic cases where re-
liable delivery of data is not needed and the fidelity can
be compromised to save energy. Although we use IEEE
802.11 in the simulation, most sensor platforms use simpler
link technologies where the ARQ is not enabled by default,
(e.g. Berkeley motes). Next, we added code to the MAC
to measure the channel loading using the epoch parameters
(N = 3, E = 200ms, α = 0.5), as defined in Section 4.1.2.
The choice of the parameters is not crucial because the ns-
2 simulator does not model the details of the IEEE 802.11
physical layer. The MAC broadcasts suppression messages
when the measured channel loading exceeds a threshold of
80%. We have added code to model the channel idle detec-
tion delay with a β of 0.01, which yields a Smax around 80%.
Closed-loop multi-source regulation is implemented as an
application agent attached to source-sink pairs. A sink re-
ceiving a data packet with the regulate bit set sends an appli-
cation ACK to the source once every 100 data packets that it
receives. A source on the other hand halve its rate if no ACK
is received within a period Tregulate = 200×Pkt Interval+δ
when closed-loop control is triggered. The choice of Tregulate

is such that the source can tolerate an ACK loss before slow-
ing down while δ is chosen to accommodate the maximum
round-trip delay depending on the network size.

Finally, we use directed diffusion [6] as the routing core in
the simulations since our congestion control fits nicely into
the diffusion paradigm, and since doing so allows insight
into CODA’s interaction with a realistic data routing model
where congestion can occur.

In most of our simulations, we use a fixed workload that
consists of 6 sources and 3 sinks, all sources are randomly
selected from nodes in the network. Sinks are uniformly
scattered across the sensor field. A sink subscribes to 2 data
types corresponding to two different sources. This models
the typical case in which there are fewer sinks than sources
in a sensor field. Each source generates packets at a different
rate. An event packet is 64 bytes and an interest packet is
36 bytes in size [6].

6.2 Results and Discussion
We evaluate CODA under the three distinct congestion

scenarios discussed in Section 1 to best understand its be-

Event Epicenter

Figure 9: Network of 30 nodes. Sensors within the
range of the event epicentre, which is enclosed by
the dotted ellipse, generate impulse data when an
event occurs. The circle represents the radio range
(40m) of the sensor.
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Figure 10: Time series traces for densely deployed
sources that generate high rate data.

havior and dynamics in responding to the different types of
congestion that could be found in sensor networks. First we
look at a densely deployed sensor field that generates im-
pulse data events. Next, we examine the behavior of our
scheme dealing with transient hotspots in sparsely deployed
sensor networks of different sizes. Last, we examine the
case where both transient and persistent hotspots occur in
a sparsely deployed sensor field generating data at a high
rate.

6.2.1 Congestion Scenario - Dense Sources, High
Rate

We simulate a network with 30 nodes, as shown in Fig-
ure 9, emulating a disaster-related event (e.g., fire, earth-
quake) that occurs 10 seconds into the simulation. Each
node within the epicenter region, which is enclosed by the
dotted ellipse, generates at least 100 packets per second sent
toward the sinks, shown as filled black dots in the figure.

Figure 10 shows both the number of packets delivered and
the packets dropped as time series traces. For the packet
delivery trace, we count the number of data packets a sink
receives every fixed interval of 500ms, which indicates the
fidelity of the data samples. For the packet dropped trace,
we count the number of data packets dropped within the
whole network every 500ms.

From the traces, it is clear that the difference in data de-
livery (fidelity) with and without CODA is small, while the
number of packets dropped is an order of magnitude smaller
(hence the energy savings) when congestion control is ap-
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Figure 11: (a) Packet delivery and (b) Packet
dropped time series traces for a 15-node network
with low rate traffic. The plots show the traces for
three cases: when only open-loop control (OCC) is
used, both open-loop and closed-loop control (CCC)
are enabled and when congestion control is disabled
(noCC).

plied. We can also observe from the plot that the congestion
is effectively relieved within 2 to 3 seconds. This shows the
adaptive property of CODA. The delivery plot reflects the
real system goodput, which is highly dependent on the sys-
tem capacity, indicating the maximum channel utilization.
When impulses happen, the channel is saturated so it can
deliver only a limited amount of data. CODA’s open-loop
backpressure (even with a very simple policy) adapts well
to operate close enough to the channel saturation, as shown
in Figure 10, while efficiently alleviating congestion. This
greatly reduces the number of packets dropped thereby sav-
ing energy, which is the key objective function for CODA.
The same simulation scenario is repeated 5 times using diff-
erent topologies of the same size. Overall, using CODA ob-
tains packet (energy) saving up to 88±2% while the fidelity
penalty paid is only 3 ± 11%.

6.2.2 Congestion Scenario - Sparse Sources, Low
Rate

To examine the ability to deal with transient hotspots,
in these simulations all six sources send at low data rates,
at most 20 packets per seconds. Four of the sources are
randomly selected so that they are turned on and off at a
random time between 10 and 20 seconds into the simulation.

Figure 11 shows the packet delivery and packet drop traces
for one of the simulation sessions in a network of 15 nodes.
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Figure 12: Average energy tax and fidelity penalty
as a function of the network size when only CODA’s
open loop control is used.
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Figure 13: Energy tax as a function of network size
for high and low rate data traffic. The difference
between the data points with and without CODA
indicates the energy saving achieved by CODA.

Observe in Figure 11(a), the difference in fidelity between
the three cases is small, except for around 20 seconds in to
the trace, where only open-loop control is used. Figure 11(b)
shows a large improvement in energy savings (i.e., packet
drop reduction) especially when closed-loop control is also
enabled together with open-loop control. Again, the figure
shows that at around 20 seconds into the trace, open-loop
control cannot resolve congestion since there is no reduction
in the number of dropped packets and there is low deliv-
ery during this period. This is because transient hotspots
turn into persistent congestion at around 18 seconds into
the trace until four of the sources turn off after 20 seconds.
Open-loop control cannot deal with persistent congestion
unless the hotspots are close to the sources, as discussed
in Section 4.1. On the other hand, the trace correspond-
ing to closed-loop regulation also shows that the fidelity is
maintained while effectively alleviating congestion with only
a small amount of extra signaling overhead. The signaling
cost of CODA is less than 1% with respect to the number
of data packets delivered to the sink.

The same behavior can be observed in Figure 12, where
the two metrics (i.e., energy tax and fidelity penalty) are
plotted as a function of the network size. Note that when
using only open-loop control, the energy savings has a large
variation, indicated by the error bars that represent 95%
confidence intervals. This indicates that congestion is not
always resolved, especially for larger-sized networks. This is
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Figure 14: Fidelity penalty as a function of the net-
work size for high and low rate data traffic.

because in larger networks, persistent hotspots, which local-
ized open-loop control is unable to resolve, are more likely
to occur given the long routes between source-sink pairs.
When closed-loop control is also enabled, the energy sav-
ings is large, up to 500% with a small variation, and in-
creases with the growing network size, as shown in Figure
13.

Overall, the gain from using open-loop control in larger
networks is limited. Hotspots are likely to persist when the
sources are generating data at a low rate because of possible
long routes. Enabling closed-loop control even at low source
rates can improve the performance significantly, with the
addition of a small overhead for the control packets from
sinks. Note, that the amount of overhead is only a small
fraction, i.e. 1%, of the number of data packets that the sink
receives. This result suggests that except for small networks,
always enabling closed-loop control is beneficial, regardless
of the source rate.

6.2.3 Congestion Scenario - Sparse Sources, High
Rate

We examine the performance of our scheme in resolving
both transient and persistent hotspots where sparsely lo-
cated sources generate high data traffic. In the simulations,
all sources generate 50 packets per second data traffic over
the 30 second simulation time. Both open-loop and closed-
loop control are used throughout the simulations. Figure
13 shows that CODA can obtain up to 15 times or 1500%
energy savings. Figure 14 shows that CODA can maintain a
relatively low fidelity penalty of less than 40% as compared
to the ideal scheme. Note that we have yet to implement
the additive rate restoration scheme in the closed-loop con-
trol; therefore, the fidelity performance of CODA is not fully
explored in these initial results.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an energy efficient con-

gestion control scheme for sensor networks called CODA.
The framework is targeted to CSMA-based sensors and com-
prises three key mechanisms: (i) receiver-based congestion
detection, (ii) open-loop hop-by-hop backpressure, and (iii)
closed-loop multi-source regulation. We have presented some
preliminary experimental results from a small sensor net-
work testbed based on TinyOS running on Berkeley Rene2
motes. We defined two performance metrics, average energy
tax and average fidelity penalty, which capture the impact

of CODA on sensing applications’ performance. A num-
ber of important results came out of this first implemen-
tation. It was feasible to measure β, channel loading at
the receiver, and to evaluate CODA with a generic data
dissemination scheme. We have also demonstrated through
simulation that CODA can be integrated to support data
dissemination schemes and be responsive to a number of
different congestion control scenarios that we believe will be
prevalent in future sensor network deployments. Simulation
results indicated that CODA can improve the performance
of directed diffusion by significantly reducing the average en-
ergy tax with minimal fidelity penalty to the sensing appli-
cation. These initial results look very promising and provide
a basis for further larger scale experimentation on which we
hope to report in the future. Our intention is to release the
source code for CODA after these experiments have been
conducted. We are also studying as part of our future work
the performance benefits of using CODA with reliable trans-
port mechanisms such as PSFQ [13].
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APPENDIX
Experimentally determining the ideal fidelity of the network

Assume that there exists an ideal congestion control scheme
that is capable of rate-controlling each source to share the
network capacity equally without dropping each other’s pack-
ets. The problem then becomes finding out the network
capacity or at least the upper bound of the network ca-
pacity. The actual capacity of the network is application-
specific depending on several factors including the radio

bandwidth, the MAC operations, the routing/data dissem-
ination schemes, and the traffic pattern. Assume that the
network is homogeneous in the sense that all wireless links
are symmetrical and equal. We can determine the upper
bound of the network capacity in a simple and practical
manner through experimentation. The idea is as follows:

Def: Cmax,i = Maximum data delivery rate of a path i
associated with source i, in which the packet drop rate is
minimum.

Consider that multiple distinct sources send data toward a
common sink travelling along different paths. Assume these
dissemination paths from the sources to the sink coincide
with each other and share at least one common link. This
is a reasonable assumption considering the funneling effect
toward the sink that these transmissions have to share at
least the air around the sink. Therefore, the data dissemi-
nation capacity for a sink is limited by Max{Cmax,i}. Thus
we can find the upper bound and calculate ideal fidelity by
measuring Max{Cmax,i} experimentally.


